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ABSTRACT

Crossing Cultures, Crossing Time: China, Iraq and Europe, c. 800

With unusual swiftness and without apparent precedent, the humble character  
of West Asian pottery changed radically in the ninth century. An industry arose  
in Iraq producing ceramics technically superior to any previous Islamic or ancient 
Mesopotamian pottery. In a span of less than 40 years, Iraqi potters transformed 
common earthenware into a vehicle for complex painted and glazed decoration  
and then succeeded in putting it within reach of not only court circles but the citizens 
of a vast Abbasid empire, stretching from the Indus River to the Atlantic Ocean. 

The main impetus for this dramatic transformation was international trade and the 
opening of the direct sea route from Iraq to China. Imported Chinese ceramics had  
a dramatic influence on Islamic taste and inspired fundamental and enduring changes 
to the production and marketing of fine pottery in the region. The three  
great technological achievements of the Iraqi potters – the invention of an opaque 
white “tin” glaze, painting in cobalt blue, and the overglaze lustre technique – are  
so important they shaped the history of Islamic, and even Asian and European, 
ceramics for the following millennium. 

This talk traces the potters’ journey towards innovation and their impact on the 
history of world ceramics. The chain of events they put into motion provides a good 
illustration of how trading networks can serve as routes of transmission for not only 
foreign objects (material culture) but also of scientific and technical knowledge that 
can, in turn, stimulate the economic and social conditions necessary for driving 
changes in taste in distant parts of the globe.
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